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yields something of its rhythm, or stretches or contracts its
line or melody, and before long the pair settle as it were into
place, and the old tune may then be half-way towards a new
one."23. To produce a change in the metrical pattern, a strong
stimulus like the adaptation of new words appears to be
necessary; variation of mode and melodic line take place
much more readily. A given melodic line may quickly become
unrecognizable in oral tradition, unless the intermediate steps
in its evolution have been recorded. It is therefore often very
difficult to trace the history of a tune.
Despite this difficulty, a certain amount has been learnt
about growth and change in folk-music. Changes in the tunes
and in the words of a ballad are brought about in much the
same way, that is, by "Communal recreation", though this
process can be seen in a purer form in the tunes. As we shall
see, printed versions of a ballad have often interfered with
the oral transmission of its words, and there has been a good
deal of reshaping by learned poets in the history of the texts,
but there has been no such interference with the music of the
ballads. The broadsides seldom included the music but usually
directed that the words be sung to a named air. Ballad tunes
have therefore a more definitely "folk" character than the
words have, but from their history we can learn something
about that of the words.
Cecil Sharp has laid down a few general principles.24 He
describes the history of folkmusic in terms of Darwinian
evolution, using the three concepts of Continuity, Variation,
and Selection. Continuity is ensured by the accuracy of folk-
singers1 memories. Sharp noted down an identical air from
two singers, unknown to each other, who had learned it
independently from some mummers thirty years before.
Variation takes place for a number of reasons: the adaptation
of new words to an old tune (as already mentioned); changes
from one mode to another; occasional lapses of memory;
and, most important of all, the singers' inventiveness. Sharp
knew a blind singer who would "habitually vary every phrase
of his tune in the course of a song". Sharp quotes a series of
this man's phrase variations and praises them for their ingenuity

